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FABRIC NEWS

Spring 2023



HAY
Fabric Collection

Spring 2023 sees HAY’s fabric assortment offered in a wide 
variety of textures, colours, and weights, all carefully selected 
for their superior quality, expression, and durability. As with all 
textiles offered by HAY, the newest additions are an effective 
complement to the breadth of furniture in our collection, 
suitable for domestic and contract environments alike.



Osumi 30Quilton | Osumi 30

Osumi

Osumi is a versatile cotton plain weave with a subtle melange and 
canvas-like quality. With a soft hand and slightly heavier weight, 
Osumi has a classic expression suitable for many different upholstery 
applications. The primarily neutral palette is energised by vibrant 
shades of blue and green, offering something for every customer.



Divina 666 Steelcut 265

Raas 682Nico 013

Osumi 30

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.

Osumi colour inspiration



Canvas 414Canvas 446 Hallingdal 116

Osumi 18Osumi 06 Canvas 216

Osumi 06



Hackney | Osumi 06



Nico 013AAC 121 | Nico 013

Nico

A hard-wearing blend of wool, polyester, and nylon, Nico has all the 
properties of a workhorse contract textile, but offers a surprisingly 
soft and domestic hand. Its smooth, even texture and vibrant 
colour range make it a versatile fabric that complements most 
environments.



Canvas 716

Nico 017Vidar 723

Nico 017

Loft 500

Sense Black



AAL 81 | Nico 017



Steelcut 962 Nico 013

Hallingdal 116

Linen Grid Adriatic Blue

Encircle 252Remix 692

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.

Nico colour inspiration



Dapper Lounge | Nico 023



Planar 732Mags Soft | Planar 732

Planar

Crafted in a cotton linen blend, Planar is a soft brushed canvas whose 
lightness and breathability feel particularly at home in warmer climates. 
An accessible price point makes is an ideal choice for both furniture and 
cushion, while the extensive thirteen-colour HAY palette offers something 
for all tastes.



Tadao 200Planar 732

Osumi 44Tadao 600 Loft 401

Planar colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.



Planar 745Metaphor 032

Tadao 200 Osumi 02

Planar 745 | Tadao 600 | Tartaglia 857

Sense Cognac



Planar 725

Hallingdal 130

Planar 739

Planar 735

Planar 757

Planar 756

Hallingdal 110 Flamiber Cream A5

Vidar 723 Tadao 200

Mix different fabrics,  
colours, tones and  

textures to make 
 naturally harmonious  

combinations.



Tartaglia 989Mags Soft | Tartaglia 989

Characterised by a duo-colour contrast and ample, textured hand, 
Tartaglia is a robust blend of cotton, wool and polyester yarns woven 
in Italy. With eight colour options and an excellent Martindale rating, 
Tartaglia promises timeless appeal and a life cycle to match.

Tartaglia



Planar 757Tartaglia 989

Sense CognacOsumi 02 Canvas 716

Tartaglia colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.



Ruskin 33 Sense Black

Tartaglia 871 Planar 725

Mode 032

 Tartaglia 857



AAL 87 Soft | Tartaglia 857



Maglia Dark Green Mags | Maglia Dark Green 

With a scaled-up basket weave construction as its foundation, 
Maglia’s distinctive appearance and tactile qualities are further 
elevated by a slightly lustrous finish. Offered in six versatile 
neutrals, Maglia brings a new dimension to even the most 
ordinary of upholstered products. 

Maglia



Canvas 836

Planar 731

Mode 039 Maglia Cream

Nico 024 Vidar 943

Maglia colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.



Vidar 723

Steelcut 672Maglia Dark Green

Steelcut 732

Hallingdal 763

Canvas 716

Maglia Dark Green



Tadao 200Pandarine | Tadao 200

A heavyweight blend of cotton, linen, and wool with a basic 
construction, Tadao elevates neutrals to new standards.  
Offered in four natural colours, Tadao is simplicity at its finest. 

Tadao



Tadao colour inspiration

Flamiber Dark Blue J4Hallingdal 763 Osumi 32

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.

Tadao 410 Ruskin 05



AAC 23 | Planar 745, AAC 27 Soft | Tartaglia 857, AAC 27 | Tadao 600, AAC 23 | Planar 731



Tadao 600Tartaglia 857

Maglia Blue BlackPlanar 728 Planar 757

Tadao 600



Loft 500Arbour | Loft 500

Gaining its unique appearance from twisted multicoloured yarns, 
Loft is a supple fabric that maximises durability and visual impact 
all in one. A vibrant close-up character becomes more subdued 
from a distance, making Loft a compelling blend of expressive and 
calm wherever it is utilised.

Loft



Tartaglia 861 Sense NougatLoft 304

Lint BeigeSteelcut 742 Bolgheri

Loft colour inspiration

Find inspiration in HAY’s suggested use of fabrics in  
different colours, tones and textures to make naturally 
harmonious combinations and contrasts that create  
a cohesive expression.



AAC 253 | Encircle 252

HAY has a wide assortment of functional textiles, all carefully selected 
for their combination of technical and aesthetic qualities. 
These high-performing textiles offer superior functionality and are 
specially developed for demanding public environments because of 
their different qualities, including being flame retardant, easy to clean 
and particularly abrasion resistant.
Available in a wide choice of versatile colours, they can be used 
to cover a wide range of chairs, stools, and sofas in many different 
domestic and contract environments.

Functional Textiles   



Encircle 252

Encircle 922 Encircle 252Encircle 982

Encircle 112 Encircle 722 Encircle 762

Encircle

Encircle unites an irregular bouclé yarn with a plain-dyed background 
to create a subtle, soft fabric with impressive technical specifications. 
Made from 100% Trevira CS, Encircle is a great choice for the contract 
market, but feels right at home anywhere a combination of durability 
and nuance is key.

Please see Fabric & Leather overview for full colour range

https://presscloud.com/file/72/727063803903143/Fabric_and_leather_overview_2023.pdf


Relate

Relate is a refined twill weave upholstery textile designed by Patricia 
Urquiola made from Trevira CS, which combines functionality with 
softness. Its versatile palette and hard-wearing quality make it suitable 
for a wide variety of different upholstery uses and settings for the 
domestic and contract markets.

Field 222 Field 782Field 673

Field 123 Field 142 Field 192

Relate 431 Relate 921Relate 401

Relate 991 Relate 341 Relate 271

Field

Designed by Alfredo Häberli, Field 2 is an upholstery textile 
characterised by intriguing colour combinations with double weft and 
warp threads woven in different colours. Made from Trevira CS, known 
for its flame-retardant properties and superior resilience, Field 2 is 
appropriate for a wide range of public and private settings.

Please see Fabric & Leather overview for full colour rangePlease see Fabric & Leather overview for full colour range

https://presscloud.com/file/72/727063803903143/Fabric_and_leather_overview_2023.pdf
https://presscloud.com/file/72/727063803903143/Fabric_and_leather_overview_2023.pdf


Valencia

Valencia is a faux leather material made in vinyl with a finish that 
protects against germs and stains and a backing that amplifies 
strength and softness, making it suitable for a variety of high-traffic 
public spaces such as hospitality or healthcare environments

Haku

Haku is a coated textile designed by Teruhiro Yanagihara with a soft 
texture and timeless expression. Durable, wipeable and waterproof, 
Haku comes in a wide range of colours and is particularly ideal for 
high-traffic spaces such as hospitality or healthcare environments.

Haku 101 Valencia 107-1048Haku 351 Valencia 107-0002Haku 201 Valencia 107-4044

Haku 391 Valencia 107-9001Haku 191 Valencia 107-0020Haku 241 Valencia 107-9035

Please see Fabric & Leather overview for full colour rangePlease see Fabric & Leather overview for full colour range

https://presscloud.com/file/72/727063803903143/Fabric_and_leather_overview_2023.pdf
https://presscloud.com/file/72/727063803903143/Fabric_and_leather_overview_2023.pdf


Please use below link to download  
packshots, lifestyle photos and other  
sales material of the fabrics.  
DIGITAL LIBRARY

https://hayretail.presscloud.com/digitalshowroom/#/gallery/fabrics-2023

